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	Movements/SectionsMov'ts/Sec's
	4 movements

	Composition Year
	1797 ca. (see below)

	Genre Categories
	Symphonies; For orchestra; Scores featuring the orchestra; For piano (arr); For 1 player (arr); Scores featuring the piano (arr)
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	Misc. Notes
	I scanned and uploaded the original score of this piano arrangement (which is in my possession), and while the score is complete, this version doesn't include the slow movement. - Rob Peters
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 General Information


	Work Title
	Symphony in C major

	Alternative. Title
	Libro I

	Composer
	Ebers, Carl Friedrich

	I-Catalogue NumberI-Cat. No.
	ICE 3

	Key
	C major

	Movements/SectionsMov'ts/Sec's
	4 movements:
	Adagio (C minor) - Allegro assai

	Andante

	Minuetto: Allegretto

	Rondo: Poco presto




	Year/Date of CompositionY/D of Comp.
	1797 ca. (see below)

	First Publication.
	1799 ca.?

	Dedication
	sa Majesté Prussienne (presumably Friedrich Wilhelm III)

	Composer Time PeriodComp. Period
	Classical

	Piece Style
	Classical

	Instrumentation
	Orchestra: flute, 2 oboes, 2 bassoons
2 trumpets, 2 horns, timpani, strings

	Extra Information
	Parts (1818 publication, 16 parts, at Public Library of Amsterdam)
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To His Prussian Majesty on the occasion of his taking the reins of the throne.
If this was dedicated to Frederick William II, it might have been composed for his 1786 coronation; however, the composer was then only 16 years old. The king's successor (Frederick William III) acceded 11 years later in 1797, and is a more likely candidate for the dedication.
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